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about ai
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AI becomes more important in our daily life
but it is not only technology, skepticism increases
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The trolley problem
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The Development of Our AI Guidelines…
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Our selfbinding AI Guidelines - based on DT’s business models 
and broad internal discussions 

1. We are responsible.
clear definition of who is responsible for which AI system

2. We care. 
AI systems and their usage obey human-defined rules

3. We put our customers first. 
using AI to simplify our customers’ lives

4. We are transparent.
transparency about how we use customer data and AI

5. We are secure. 
our customers’ data is protected against unwanted external access

6. We set the framework.
good preparation precedes an excellent outcome

7. We maintain control.
continuous readiness to interfere in AI systems to prevent and/or reduce damage

8. We foster the cooperative model.
get advantages out of an cooperative and complementary model of human-machine 

interactions

9. We share and enlighten.
spreading knowledge about AI and teaching relevant skills
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https://www.telekom.com/en/company/digital-
responsibility/digital-ethics-deutsche-telekoms-ai-guideline

https://www.telekom.com/en/company/digital-responsibility/digital-ethics-deutsche-telekoms-ai-guideline


Digital EthiCS: communication (eXAMPLES)
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AI-Week and Days

Roadshow

Committees

eLearning

Digital Ethics Conference

INTERNAL EXTERNAL

Memberships (Germany)

Microsoft KI expert 

group
Board of trustees 

Fraunhofer Institution

Supervisory Board of

German Research 

Center for Artificial 

Intelligence



Center for 
Digital Ethics 
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Thank you



Disclaimer
Copyright

These documents are intended for 

presentation purposes only. The copyright 
lies with Group Compliance Management, 
Deutsche Telekom AG.

The transfer or use of the document in 

whole or in part requires the express 
consent of an authorized representative of 
Group Compliance Management of 
Deutsche Telekom AG.

Further information and contacts:

Deutsche Telekom AG

Group Compliance Management

Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 140

53113 Bonn

https://www.telekom.com/de/konzern/complia

nce
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